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The greater Detroit area is packed with creative people and creative companies,  
engaged in a dizzying body of work in just every category you can imagine. Trouble is, 
the vastness and under-the-radar nature of this vibrant creative economy keeps it  
from the view of all but the most discerning eye.
 

The Detroit creative story is much bigger, much more inspiring and fulfilling than  
the world knows. And, the Detroit creative environment represents a huge opportunity 
individuals and companies looking for a place to realize their creative goals.
 

It is a vibrant community that needs storytellers. This is where you come in.   
On the frontlines of the creative industries in Detroit, you see these stories everyday.   
We need you to use the “Detroit Make it Here” materials to identify and “tag” the  
many Detroit creative people, projects, companies, places and happenings with the  
“DETROIT MAKE IT HERE.” mark.

INTRODUCTION
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DETROIT. MAKE IT HERE.

The identity is designed to authentically portray Detroit’s creative essence.  
“Make it here” is both a nod to our manufacturing heritage and an invitation to succeed 
creatively in Detroit. The mark can be used to identify an individual telling their story  
via a text bubble, or as a call-out describing a place, a project or a particular event. 
The bright color palette was selected to give contrast to the raw, hands-on nature of 
Detroit’s creative spirit.
 

Collectively, these “tagged” stories will give unity and meaning to our vast creative 
environment. The open spaces will be brought together.   
 

The identity, these guidelines and the many more resources at detroitmakeithere.com 
give you the tools to tell Detroit’s creative stories, and offer proof of the great  
environment and opportunity that exists. With your help, we will authentically and  
credibly grow the creative economy in the greater Detroit area, and earn the recognition 
that the work we produce deserves. Now get out there and start telling our story.  

BRAND IDENTITY OVERVIEW 

BRAND POSITIONING STATEMENT: 

Detroit’s gritty urban environment provides an 
open canvas for passionate and entrepreneurial 
creative people and companies.
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Rationale:

It is graphically bold, simple, and memorable.

It can be “customized” or “personalized” with the addition of text underneath to  
support the creative stories and opportunities to be communicated:

    location: the intersection of the person/place/company (ex. 1)  

    company or individual: the name of the company or individual (ex. 2)

    defining “it”: what a company or individual makes (ex. 3)

The mark was designed to be highly adaptable and flexible for usage across all media, 
in both the traditional and non-traditional channels.

BRANDMARK

(ex. 1) location

(ex. 2) company or individual (ex. 3) defining “it” 

solid mark reversed mark
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The brandmark was designed to be flexible so it can be customized to suit individual 
needs and still maintain the integrity of the mark. 

The most important way this can happen is by customizing the text underneath  
the logo to tell your story.  

Trade Gothic Bold Condensed No. 20 should be used for the customizable  
text underneath the logo. 

If this font is not available, it may be substituted by Arial Narrow Bold – a  
standard font available on most platforms.

It is preferred that the text be in all lowercase.

The color of the text should always appear in black (ex. 1), or the same color as  
the brandmark itself (ex. 2).

There may be some cases where usage of this brandmark may not allow for  
using an actual font (ie. writing your story on a sticker/decal that is already printed).  
In these cases the text underneath can be wrriten by hand in black (ex. 3).

TYPOGRAPHY

Trade Gothic Bold Condensed No. 20

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Arial Narrow Bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

(ex. 1) 1 color examples: type/mark, same color (ex. 2) 2 color example: color + black

(ex. 2) handwritten
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The brandmark can be expressed in many color variations, allowing another layer 
of personalization. Because of the mark’s simple and bold shape, it is not solely  
dependant on color to be recognizable. There are a few standard colors suggested for 
usage, but you are encouraged to use different colors. 

However, there are some guidelines to consider when chosing a color: 

    Use vibrant, saturated colors that really stand out, and will provide a contrast  
to the gritty, urban environment where it lives.

    The text inside the mark “DETROIT. MAKE IT HERE.” should always be white, except  
in cases where the mark is reversed. When using the mark in reverse, the color  
of the mark’s stroke/outline should should match the color of text inside the mark. 
(see reverse example)  

    The text underneath the mark should always appear in black, or in the color of  
the mark itself. (see text example) In some cases, when placing the mark with text 
over a photograph or other artwork, you may need to reverse the text out in  
white for better legibility.

BRAND COLOR SYSTEM

standard color options

pms Pro. Cyan.  

c 100  m 0  y 0  k 0   

r 0  g 159  b 218

  

pms 3965

c 6  m 0  y 100  k 0
r 228  g 215  b 0

pms 376

c 53  m 0  y 96  k 0
r 122  g 184  b 0

pms 2592 

c 61  m 88  y 0  k 0
r 143  g 35  b 179

pms 1795

c 0  m 96  y 90  k 2
r 205  g 32  b 44

pms orange 021

c 0  m 68  y 100  k 0
r 255  g 88  b 0

pms Pro. Mag.  

c 0  m 100  y 0  k 0
r 209  g 0  b 116

(ex. reverse)
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All available brandmark files can be downloaded at detroitmakeithere.com

A reminder that .eps files are the best for customization of the logo and offer the  
highest resolution.

The .png files are the next best format for good resolution and color accuracy.
Use the .jpeg format as a last resort (it has the lowest resolution and color accuracy).

If another format is required, please contact:
Jennifer Hayes at Detroit Reniassance Foundation
jenniferh@detroitrenaissance.com

BRANDMARK FILE FORMATS

DMiH_blk.eps
DMiH_blk.jpg
DMiH_blk.png
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DMiH_cyan.eps
DMiH_cyan_rgb.jpg
DMiH_cyan.png

DMiH_magenta.eps
DMiH_magenta_rgb.jpg
DMiH_magenta.png DMiH_text_blk.eps

DMiH_url_blk.eps
DMiH_url_blk.jpg
DMiH_url_blk.png

DMiH_url_cyan.eps
DMiH_url_cyan_rgb.eps
DMiH_url_cyan.eps

DMiH_url_magenta.eps
DMiH_url_magenta_rgb.eps
DMiH_url_magenta.eps

DMiH_reverse_blk.eps
DMiH_reverse_blk.jpg
DMiH_reverse_blk.png

DMiH_reverse_white.eps
DMiH_reverse_white.png

DMiH_green376.eps
DMiH_green376_rgb.jpg
DMiH_green376.png

DMiH_url_green376.eps
DMiH_url_green376_rgb.eps
DMiH_url_green376.eps



CO-OPERATIVE BRANDING:

This brand will only be successful if people and comapnies use it to help communicate 
their creative stories. This mark was designed to be used in conjunction with other 
branding efforts, serving to further link stories and communities together (specifically 
the brands/communities that reside in the Creative Corridor).

These are just a few examples of how the brand can work with other Detroit or regional 
branding efforts. 

USAGE EXAMPLES

Midtown Example

 MAKEit
HERE. 

DETROIT

 MAKEit 
HERE. 

DETROIT

CANFIELD LOFTS
Placed on the national and local historical registries in 1999, this structure was built in 1921 and occupied by Buick Motor Co.  Canfield Lofts, feature exposed concrete martini 
columns throughout, new windows, first-floor parking garage for 22 cars, an outdoor lot for 23 cars, an 800-square-foot common outdoor roof deck, storage area on first and second 
floors, alarm system, 12-year property tax abatement, and pets allowe.d

 MAKEit 
HERE. 

DETROIT

(ex. 2) co-operative advertising

(ex. 3) sponsorships/funding support

(ex. 1) location usage in offices, retail, restaurants, etc.
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